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Abstract

Character-based word-segmentation models
have been extensively applied to agglutinative
languages, including Thai, due to their high
performance. These models estimate word
boundaries from a character sequence. How-
ever, a character unit in sequences has no es-
sential meaning, compared with word, sub-
word, and character cluster units. We propose
a Thai word-segmentation model that uses var-
ious types of information, including words,
subwords, and character clusters, from a char-
acter sequence. Our model applies multiple at-
tentions to refine segmentation inferences by
estimating the significant relationships among
characters and various unit types. The exper-
imental results indicate that our model can
outperform other state-of-the-art Thai word-
segmentation models.

1 Introduction

Thai running text has neither essential word de-
limiters nor sentence periods. However, spaces
are arbitrarily allowed to separate words, phrases,
clauses, and sentences. These characteristics make
word segmentation in Thai more difficult than in
other languages, such as English, German, and
Finnish, which have spaces and periods to identify
word and sentence boundaries. Thai word segmen-
tation can be categorized as a sequential-labeling
task that assigns a word-boundary label to each
character in a fine-grained tagging scheme such as
BIES (beginning, inside, end, and singleton) (Xue,
2003), as shown in Figure 1.

Neural-network models have been applied and
perform well on character-based Thai word seg-
mentation. Jousimo et al. (2017) applied bidirec-
tional recurrent neural networks with gated recur-
rent units, while Chormai et al. (2019) proposed an
AttaCut, a convolutional-neural-network (CNN)-
based model that mainly provides faster and more
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Figure 1: Thai word segmentation as sequence-labeling
task on BIES (beginning, inside, end, and singleton)
tagging scheme

accurate word inferring motivated by DeepCut (Kit-
tinaradorn et al., 2019).

Despite the fact that neural-network models with
linguistic knowledge can perform almost perfectly,
adapting models with pre-trained neural networks,
such as word vectors and language models, is still
useful (Shao et al., 2018). Seeha et al. (2020) pro-
posed a transfer-learning approach for Thai word
segmentation by using a pre-trained character lan-
guage model for character-based word segmenta-
tion. Although it exhibited state-of-the-art perfor-
mance regarding Thai, it merely uses characters
and does not use other information such as word
and subword (Sennrich et al., 2016; Kudo, 2018).
Additional linguistic knowledge, such as Thai char-
acter clusters (CCs) (Theeramunkong et al., 2000)
and subword units, has also been successfully used
for word segmentation and related tasks (Sutan-
tayawalee et al., 2014; Lapjaturapit et al., 2018;
Nararatwong et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2019; Li
et al., 2019). An attention mechanism (Bahdanau
et al., 2015) has been successfully applied to var-
ious downstream tasks, particularly a sequence-
labeling task (Higashiyama et al., 2019; Tian et al.,
2020).

We propose a character-based Thai word-
segmentation model with multiple attentions that
jointly uses corresponding words and CCs. Our
model is based on the bidirectional long short-term
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memory with conditional random field (BiLSTM-
CRF) architecture, which is the baseline model for
this study, because it has been successfully applied
in sequence-labeling tasks for Thai and other lan-
guages (Jousimo et al., 2017; Nararatwong et al.,
2018; Higashiyama et al., 2019; Seeha et al., 2020;
Tian et al., 2020). Our contributions are as follows:

• We use word, subword units, and CCs with
multiple attentions to estimate the relation-
ships of characters in character-based Thai
word segmentation.

• Our model outperforms the state-of-the-art
models in Thai word segmentation, showing
the validity of using CCs over subword units.

• Our code will be made publicly available.1

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 Thai Word Segmentation Revisited
In the early stage of Thai word segmentation,
dictionary-based learning techniques had been
used along with machine-learning techniques,
for instance, Markov models (Kawtrakul and
Thumkanon, 1997), decision trees (Sornlertlam-
vanich et al., 2000; Theeramunkong and Us-
anavasin, 2001), and CRFs (Haruechaiyasak et al.,
2008). CRFs have been shown to be particularly
suitable for Thai sequence-labeling tasks (Kru-
engkrai et al., 2006; Haruechaiyasak and Kongy-
oung, 2009; Kruengkrai et al., 2009; Nararatwong
et al., 2018).

In parallel with CRFs, neural-network models,
e.g., CNNs (Kittinaradorn et al., 2019; Chormai
et al., 2019), LSTM (Treeratpituk, 2017), and BiL-
STM (Jousimo et al., 2017), have been applied
and performed excellently for character-based Thai
word segmentation. Using additional knowledge,
such as CC (Lapjaturapit et al., 2018; Nararat-
wong et al., 2018), transfer learning (Seeha et al.,
2020), and stacking ensemble (Limkonchotiwat
et al., 2020), along with neural-network models
could improve performance.

2.2 Character Clusters in Thai Word
Segmentation

Compared with English, the Thai language has
various types of characters, i.e., consonants, vow-
els, tones, and special characters. A word can be
formed from a combination of these characters.

1https://github.com/tchayintr/
thwcc-attn
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Figure 2: Comparison of zero-shot segmentation re-
sults. S, W, Sub, CC, and C indicate segmentation lev-
els of sentence, word, subword, character cluster, and
character, respectively.

Thai also has unique linguistic phenomena, for ex-
ample, some sequential characters tend to be indi-
visible units. Thus, Theeramunkong et al. (2000)
introduced the concept of a CC, which is a set of
predefined rules for an indivisible unit on the basis
of the Thai writing system.

A CC is smaller than a word but larger than
a character. This concept is roughly comparable
to a subword unit that is also in the middle of a
character and word in terms of length. Using sub-
word units, as well as CCs (Theeramunkong and
Tanhermhong, 2004; Sutantayawalee et al., 2014;
Lapjaturapit et al., 2018; Nararatwong et al., 2018),
in word-segmentation tasks could yield good seg-
mentation performance (Yang et al., 2019; Li et al.,
2019). However, decomposing subword units from
words requires appropriate parameters and train-
ing data, while CCs provide a greater advantage
by not requiring any additional parameters. A CC
helps avoid segmenting that might violate a writing
system (Limcharoen et al., 2009), while subword
units will likely not thoroughly exploit morphol-
ogy (Provilkov et al., 2020), which could generate
noise and weaken segmentation performance. This
generally makes CCs smaller than subword units,
as shown in Figure 2, which enables a compari-
son of zero-shot segmentation from coarse to fine
(top-down) information.

2.3 Attention Mechanism

An attention mechanism was initially proposed by
Bahdanau et al. (2015) for neural machine transla-
tion focusing on proper parts in sentences, partic-
ularly long sentences. It has been successfully ap-
plied to downstream tasks, including machine trans-
lation (Luong et al., 2015; Vaswani et al., 2017),
constituency parsing (Kitaev and Klein, 2018), and
sequence labeling (Higashiyama et al., 2019).

https://github.com/tchayintr/thwcc-attn
https://github.com/tchayintr/thwcc-attn
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Figure 3: Our model integrating word and CC atten-
tions into character-based BiLSTM-CRF architecture.

3 Proposed Model

Incorporating candidate words with an attention
mechanism into the character-based BiLSTM-CRF
architecture could yield superb segmentation per-
formance (Higashiyama et al., 2019). An attention
mechanism has the advantage of being flexible for
use with additional linguistic knowledge such as
CCs and subword units. Thus, we use the concept
of CC with an attention mechanism in character-
based word segmentation, as shown in Figure 3,
by extending the BiLSTM-CRF architecture with
word attention from Higashiyama et al. (2019).

Our model estimates CC-integrated charac-
ter vectors z are incorporated on top of word-
integrated character vectors g, which are almost
identical in architecture. We discuss the major com-
ponents of our model, i.e., the character-embedding
layer, word- and CC-embedding layers, BiLSTM
layers for character representation, attention inte-
grations with the BiLSTM layers for integrated
representations, and CRF layer.

3.1 Character-embedding Layer
Given a sentence s with n characters that can be
represented as x1:n ≡ (x1, x2, . . . , xn), each char-

acter xi ∈ x1:n is transformed into a character
embedding eci of a dc-dimensional vector (Bengio
et al., 2003; Collobert et al., 2011) using lookup-
table operation. The lookup table is defined as
Ec ∈ Rdc×|Vc|, where dc denotes the dimension of
embeddings and Vc denotes a character vocabulary.

3.2 Word- and CC-embedding Layers

Using the word embedding layer as an example, let
Vw be a word vocabulary.

Given the character sequence x1:n, words are
searched on the basis of Vw within a maximum
word length K of the character subsequence. A
candidate word list Wx ≡ (w1, . . . , wm) of size
K with m candidate words is then obtained, as
shown in Figure 3. Each word wj ∈ Wx ⊆ Vw
is transformed into a word embedding ew of a dw-
dimensional vector. The word-embedding matrix is
defined as Ew ∈ Rdw×|Vw|, where dw denotes the
dimension of embeddings. This procedure is also
applied to obtain a candidate CC list CCx, which
is transformed into a CC-embedding layer ecc of a
dcc-dimensional vector. The CC-embedding matrix
is defined as Ecc ∈ Rdcc×|Vcc|, where dcc denotes
the dimension of embeddings and Vcc denotes a CC
vocabulary.

3.3 BiLSTM Layers for Character
Representation

The character embedding sequence ec1:n is pro-
vided to the BiLSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhu-
ber, 1997; Gers et al., 2000) layers to contextually
acquire character context vectors h1:n.

A current character context vector hl
i ∈ hl

1:n of
the l-th layer BiLSTM can be computed bidirec-
tionally:

hl
i = BiLSTM(hl−1

1:n , i)

≡ LSTMf (hl−1
1:n , i)

⊕ LSTMb(hl−1
n:1 , n− i− 1),

(1)

where h0
1:n = ec1:n, LSTMf denotes forward

LSTM, LSTMb denotes backward LSTM, ⊕ de-
notes concatenation, and h ∈ R2dr and dr are hy-
perparameters.

3.4 Attention Integrations with BiLSTM
Layers for Integrated Representations

We use two attention integrations, including word
attention and CC attention, to respectively esti-
mate a word-integrated summary vector awi and
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CC-integrated summary vector acci for each charac-
ter in the character sequence. These integrations,
which are equal in architecture, accordingly sum-
marize the relationship among characters, words,
and CCs.

We apply the composition function weight con-
catenation (WCON) (Higashiyama et al., 2019) to
estimate both summary vectors. This function pro-
duces a word-integrated summary vector on the ba-
sis of the relationship between a character and their
corresponding candidate words. It also can be used
to implicitly produce a CC-integrated summary
vector on the basis of the relationship between the
character with its corresponding candidates words
and candidate CCs.

Starting with word-attention integration, we es-
timate the word-importance score uwij and word-
attention weight αw

ij on the basis of the character
context vector hi and candidate word embedding
ewj as

uwij = hT
i W

w
a ewj , (2)

αw
ij =

δij exp(u
w
ij)∑m

k=1 δik exp(u
w
ik)
, (3)

where Ww
a ∈ R2dr×dw denotes a trainable weight

matrix and δij ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether character
xi is included in candidate word wj . The word-
integrated summary vector awi for character xi can
be calculated as

awi = WCONw(xi, {wj}mj=1)=
Lw⊕
l=1

αw
i,il

ewil , (4)

where {wj} =Wx. Let Kw be the maximum word
length, Lw =

∑Kw

k=1 k,
⊕

denote concatenation,
and il is the corresponding index of candidate word
listWx for character xi that is {w′1, . . . , w′Lw} ≡⋃Kw

k=1

⋃0
s=−k+1{xi+s:i+s+k−1}. A zero vector is

applied to Equation 4 when w′l /∈ Vw.
We then use the BiLSTM layers for transform-

ing the word-integrated summary vectors aw into
word-integrated character vectors g. The operation
of word-integrated character vector gi is computed
using the BiLSTM layers on the basis of word-
integrated summary vector awi with its correspond-
ing character context vector hi as

gi = BiLSTM(hi ⊕ awi ). (5)

However, the candidate CCs that correspond to
the character are used on top of gi as

uccip = gTi W
cc
a eccp , (6)

αcc
ip =

δip exp(u
cc
ip)∑q

k=1 δik exp(u
cc
ik)
, (7)

where W cc
a ∈ R4dr×dcc denotes a trainable weight

matrix and δip ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether character
xi is included in the candidate CC ccp. The CC-
integrated summary vector acci for character xi can
be calculated as

acci = WCONcc(xi, {ccp}qp=1)=
Lcc⊕
l=1

αcc
i,il

eccil ,

(8)
where {ccp} = CCx. Let Kcc is the maxi-
mum CC length, Lcc =

∑Kcc

k=1 k, and il is
the corresponding index of potential CC list
CCx for character xi, i.e., {cc′1, . . . , cc′Lcc} ≡⋃Kcc

k=1

⋃0
s=−k+1{xi+s:i+s+k−1}. A zero vector is

applied to Equation 8 when cc′l /∈ Vcc.
Next, we use additional BiLSTM layers to trans-

form the CC-integrated summary vectors acc into
CC-integrated character vectors z on the basis of a
cluster-integrated summary vector acci and its cor-
responding word-integrated character vector gi as

zi = BiLSTM(gi ⊕ acci ). (9)

A CRF is finally used to estimate the probability of
the optimal label sequences y.

3.5 CRF Layer
A CRF (Lafferty et al., 2001) along with explic-
itly considering the correlations between adjacent
labels has been successfully applied for sequence-
labeling-related tasks (Collobert et al., 2011). Let
A ∈ R|T |×|T | be a transition matrix for correla-
tions between adjacent labels, where T denotes a
set of all possible label sequences, for instance,
T = {B, I,E, S}. The CC-integrated character
vector zi is transformed into an un-normalized label
score si of the |T |-dimensional vector for character
xi as

si =Wszi + bs, (10)

where Ws ∈ R|T |×4dr denotes a trainable weight
matrix, and bs ∈ R|T | denotes a trainable bias.
Given the input sequence x1:n, the corresponding
scores for the label sequence y1:n are computed on
the basis of transition matrix A and the segmenta-
tion label scores s as follows:

score(x, y) =
n∑

i=1

(Ayi−1,yi + si[yi]) (11)
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Domain |S| |W| |V| |Ch|
Article 16732 1018907 25658 4178690
Ency 50629 1041067 26466 4231447
News 31225 1448604 37076 6174642
Novel 50134 1522258 22062 5428205
Total 148720 5030836 81688 20012984

Table 1: Data lengths of BEST2010 corpus, includ-
ing length of sentences (S), words (W), vocabulary (V),
and characters (Ch). “Ency” denotes encyclopedia.

The probability of the label sequence can then be
obtained as

P (y|x) = score(x, y)∑
y′∈Tn score(x, y′)

, (12)

We can obtain the optimal label sequence y? by
maximizing the sentence score with the Viterbi
algorithm:

y? = argmaxy∈Tnscore(x, y) (13)

The loss function L is minimized by back propaga-
tion during the training process:

L(x, y) = − logP (y|x) (14)

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset

We trained and evaluated several versions of our
model on the BEST2010 corpus2, which is the most
well-known Thai word-segmented corpus. It con-
tains 5 million words with 20 million characters.
The categories and their data lengths are listed in
Table 1. We randomly split this corpus into three
sets3: 80% for a training, 10% for a validation, and
10% for a test.

4.2 Subword-unit Integration

Although subword units have been successfully ap-
plied to word-segmentation tasks, they might gener-
ate noise that decreases segmentation performance
when the word dictionary already exists. There-
fore, we conducted a comparison of using either
subword units or CCs due to their similarity on the
different versions of our proposed model.

2https://thailang.nectec.or.th
3https://resources.aiat.or.th/

thwcc-attn/datasets

Let Vsw be a subword vocabulary decomposed
from the dataset. We simply replace the CC vocab-
ulary Vcc with the decomposed subword vocabu-
lary Vsw. Thus, a candidate subwords list can be
acquired and used for the subword-attention inte-
gration by applying Equations 6 and 8.

4.3 Integration Order

Considering the flexibility of attention integration,
the integration order in our model can be switched.
For instance, our model executes CC-attention in-
tegration to estimate the relationship between char-
acters and CCs before word-attention integration.
This might affect segmentation performance be-
cause each integration provides different knowl-
edge. Thus, we implemented a swapped version
of our model (Swap) that switches the integration
order for comparing the segmentation performance.

4.4 Compared Models

We evaluated the following models:

• Baseline A character-based BiLSTM-CRF ar-
chitecture.

• Baseline w/ Word An extension of Base-
line that integrates word attention (BiLSTM-
CRF with word attention) (Higashiyama et al.,
2019).

• OURS Our proposed model that integrates
word and CC attentions (BiLSTM-CRF with
word and CC attentions), as shown in Fig-
ure 3.

• OURS w/o Word Our proposed model that
removes word attention (BiLSTM-CRF with
CC attention).

• OURS w/o CC w/ Sub Our proposed model
that replaces the CC with various sizes of sub-
word units (800-12,800) (BiLSTM-CRF with
word and subword attentions).

• OURS Swap Our proposed model that swaps
the order of word and CC attentions.

• OURS w/o CC w/ Sub Swap OURS w/o CC
w/ Sub model that swaps the order of word
and subword unit attentions.

• Others Reproduced Thai word-segmentation
models, including well-known models and
the state-of-the-art Thai word-segmentation
model (Seeha et al., 2020).

https://thailang.nectec.or.th
https://resources.aiat.or.th/thwcc-attn/datasets
https://resources.aiat.or.th/thwcc-attn/datasets
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We used CCs with publicly available libraries,
including Phatthiyaphaibun et al. (2016) and TCC-
SEG4, to build the CC vocabulary Vcc. To generate
the subword vocabulary Vsw, we decomposed raw
sentences from the dataset into various sizes of
subword units using byte-pair encoding (Sennrich
et al., 2016) implemented by SentencePiece (Kudo
and Richardson, 2018).

We used the common hyperparameters for train-
ing the different versions of our proposed model
(hereafter, our models), as shown in Table 2
Dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) was applied to the
BiLSTM layers to avoid overfitting as well as non-
recurrent layers (Zaremba et al., 2015). We also
optimized the model parameters using the Adam
optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015). We trained our
models up to 20 epochs and chose the best one on
the basis of the validation process involving the
CoNLL5 evaluation.

We evaluated our models on the test data by
using three evaluation metrics, i.e., CoNLL (word-
level evaluation), BIES tagging scheme (character-
level evaluation), and Bound (boundary-level eval-
uation) (Seeha et al., 2020). Although the CoNLL
and BIES tagging schemes are often used for eval-
uating the performance of sequence-labeling tasks,
the boundary-level evaluation has been used in Thai
word-segmentation evaluations. Thus, we also used
the boundary-level evaluation in our experiments.
Note that our F1 scores are based on the micro-
averaged F1 score for all evaluation matrices. We
conducted a statistical significance test using paired
bootstrap resampling (Koehn, 2004) on our results.
We set the resampling size to 100,000 iterations
and sample size for each resampling to 10% of the
test data.

4.5 Main Results6

Table 3 illustrates the evaluation results among the
compared models.

The best of our models, i.e., OURS, achieved
the state-of-the-art performance compared with all
the other models. From the statistical significance
test results, we concluded that OURS surpasses the
state-of-the-art model. However, using subword

4https://github.com/tchayintr/tccseg
5https://github.com/spyysalo/conlleval.

py
6We implemented an additional model that replaces the

BiLSTM layers with Transformer layers (Vaswani et al., 2017)
in Baseline. However, the results were noticeably lower than
all other models. Note that we used the hyperparameters for
the Transformer layers by referring to Vaswani et al. (2017).

Parameter Value
Character-embedding size 128
BiLSTM layers 2
BiLSTM hidden size 600
Mini-batch size 128
Initial learning rate 0.001
Recurrent layer dropout rate 0.4
Word-embedding size 300
Word-vector dropout rate 0.4
Maximum word (chunk) length 4
CC/subword-embedding size 300
CC/subword-vector dropout rate 0.4
Maximum CC/subword length 4

Table 2: Common hyperparameters for Baselines and
our models (top/middle) with exclusive values for our
models (bottom). CC hyperparameters can be applied
to subword integration.

units could slightly improve its performance on
average compared with using CCs. This indicates
that CCs are more beneficial than subword units,
which might generate further noise. OURS, which
uses word and CC information, outperformed Base-
line w/ Word, which indicates that CCs can be used
to complement linguistic knowledge, particularly
word information.

4.6 Analysis

Subword-integration Performance: We imple-
mented OURS w/o CC w/ Sub on various vocab-
ulary sizes of subword units, as shown in Table 4.
The results indicate that the vocabulary size clearly
affects subword-integration performance improve-
ment. Specifically, by providing more subword
vocabulary to the model, we could consistently in-
crease the overall performance. It may reach the
performance of OURS when the subword vocabu-
lary size is enormous. However, it might be diffi-
cult to appropriately determine the vocabulary size
that will benefit the model. For instance, OURS
w/o CC w/Sub with 12,800 subword tokens (OURS
w/o CC w/ Sub12800) failed to improve in perfor-
mance compared with those with 3,200 and 6,400
subword tokens. Thus, the size of subword vocab-
ulary is a crucial parameter that affects the perfor-
mance for this model.

We chose the best subword-integration model
on the basis of validation performance to compare
it with OURS, as shown in Table 3. Both sub-
word and CC integrations tended to act as an ad-
ditional filter layer for word-integrated character

https://github.com/tchayintr/tccseg
https://github.com/spyysalo/conlleval.py
https://github.com/spyysalo/conlleval.py
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Model CoNLL Bound BIES
(Treeratpituk, 2017)◦ 92.49 97.94 96.53
(Chormai et al., 2019)◦ 93.79 98.36 91.36
(Kittinaradorn et al., 2019)◦ 95.82 98.87 98.17
(Lapjaturapit et al., 2018)◦ 96.22 99.03 98.43
(Seeha et al., 2020)◦ 97.20 99.27 98.80
Baseline 96.78 99.16 98.29
Baseline w/ Word 97.57 99.35 98.94
OURS 97.67 99.38 98.99
OURS w/o Word 97.41 99.32 98.91
OURS w/o CC w/ Sub 97.65 99.37 98.98
OURS Swap 97.60 99.36 98.98
OURS w/o CC w/ Sub Swap 97.47 99.33 98.89

Table 3: Comparison among our models, baselines, and
Others. Best score for each metric is indicated in bold.
Our models were significantly better than state-of-the-
art model Thai word segmentation model (underline
scores) at p-level < 0.01 in pairwise comparison. All
models were evaluated on basis of same dataset divi-
sion. Scores were obtained from mean of two runs.
OURS w/o CC w/ Sub scores were reported on the ba-
sis of best validation performance among various sub-
word vocabulary sizes. ◦ indicates reproduced Thai
word-segmentation models

Model CoNLL Bound BIES
OURS w/o CC w/ Sub800 97.56 99.35 98.94
OURS w/o CC w/ Sub1600 97.59 99.36 98.96
OURS w/o CC w/ Sub3200 97.65 99.37 98.95
OURS w/o CC w/ Sub6400 97.65 99.37 98.98
OURS w/o CC w/ Sub12800 97.65 99.37 98.95

Table 4: Results of our subword-integration model
(OURS w/o CC w/ Sub) with various subword-
vocabulary sizes from 800 to 12,800 tokens. underline
indicates model that obtained best score in validation
process.

representations and improve segmentation perfor-
mance. However, OURS outperformed OURS w/o
CC w/ Sub for every evaluation matrix. We think
the main reason is that subword units contain noise
while CCs do not. For example, the unit “าว”,
which is included in the subword vocabulary, does
not exist in Thai word vocabulary and violates the
Thai writing system, whereas CCs will not include
this type of unit.

Order-of-integration Performance: We com-
pared the performance of our model when the order
of attention integrations are swapped.

Table 3 shows that the swapped models decrease
segmentation performance compared with their
original models, especially the swapped subword-
integration model. We argue that subword inte-
gration initially adds noise to the character repre-
sentations, e.g., a subword unit that does not exist
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Figure 4: Examples of segmentation results among
baseline models and our models. Ground-truth segmen-
tation result is indicated as “Reference” and incorrect
segmentation results are in red.

in Thai word vocabulary. Therefore, it is difficult
for the model to complement such representations
in the word-attention integration afterwards. The
swapped CC-integration model slightly decreased
in performance compared with subword integration
because CC vocabulary consists of smaller units
that reflect the Thai writing system and includes no
noise information. This indicates that OURS out-
performed both swapped models and the word in-
formation is the priority knowledge to complement
a character representation, whereas fine-grained in-
formation, i.e., CCs and subword units, are suitable
for use after word information as an additional filter
layer.

Case Study: Figure 4 shows examples of segmen-
tation results among four models, i.e., Baseline,
Baseline /w Word, OURS, and OURS w/o CC w/
Sub. OURS could perfectly segment the exam-
ple sentence; however, the other models yielded
incorrect results. Specifically, the word “อุ้ยอ้ายย”
violates the Thai writing system by combining the
two consonants “ยย” in the word. We think that CC
integration filters this type of violation out of the
word-integrated character representations, enabling
OURS to outperform the other models.

5 Conclusion

We proposed a character-based Thai word-
segmentation model that uses multiple attentions
on various types of linguistic knowledge, i.e.,
words, subwords, and CCs. The best version of our
model achieved Thai state-of-the-art performance
by using the word attention along with CC attention
in the BiLSTM-CRF architecture. Further analysis
also indicates that using CC can be more beneficial
than using subword units in word-segmentation
tasks.
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